A rapid purification method for human RNA polymerase II by two-step affinity chromatography.
The molecular dissection of transcription mechanisms is greatly facilitated by constructing and manipulating defined transcription systems in vitro. This approach requires highly purified transcription factors. A major enzyme participating in the transcription reaction is RNA polymerase II (RNAPII), which is composed of at least 12 subunits (RPB1-12). Due to its complex structure, it is difficult to prepare highly pure RNAPII by the conventional purification procedure. We transfected HeLa cells with a plasmid expressing RPB3 with a double FLAG-histidine tag on its amino-terminus. A high yielding clone was isolated and its extracts were subjected to immunoaffinity purification and then Co(2+) affinity chromatography. This resulted in a preparation of RNAPII complexes that consisted of all the core subunits, including the double-tagged RPB3 protein. Transcription reactions with oligo (dC)-tailed templates and transcription assays involving general transcription factors revealed that the double-tagged RNAPII complexes are active and functional in basal and activated transcription. Our method is superior to the conventionally used purification procedure in that the final preparation is markedly more pure (92% versus 40%), and the procedures are much less time-consuming. Thus, this two-step affinity purification method is an uncomplicated and effective method by which active and functional RNAPII can be prepared.